
Should be an expert in various
technologies as well as

customer's needs. 

EXPERTISE

22% of Asian companies point
security as the biggest

concern*. 

SERCURITY

The real delivery capabilities
supported by strong

methodologies and processes. 

CAPABILITY

Customers don't need
products or individual

technologies. They require a
complete solution that support

their business strategies. 

END-TO-END SOLUTION

Strong partnership is about
building into the future,

together to achieve the Win-
Win situation. 

STRATEGIC PARTNER

SELECT ION  CHECKL IST

# numbers of engineers? 
# experience & capabilities to
deliver exceptional service? 
# regular reviews on industry
standards? 

CHECKLIST

# do they have security
certifications (ISO 27001,
ISO20000, PCI-DSS, ITIL)? 
# do they have DR in place? 

CHECKLIST

# do they provide 24/7 support? 
# are they able to support regional
& global customers? 

CHECKLIST

# can MSP deliver end-to-end
solution, from network up to
application incl. connectivity,
security, cloud and DC? 
# can they provide single SLA?  

CHECKLIST

# are you able to grow your
business together? 
# can MSP fill your gaps & offer
unique Value Proposition to your
customers? 
# is the MSP reliable & recognised? 

CHECKLIST

*Sources: IDG Connect White Paper 2018 "Asia Firms partner to capitalise on innovation IT services to future growth." 
https://ntt-survey.com/                                                                 Copyright NTT Communications Corporation. All Right Reserved. 
 

Global Management One is a leading range of next generation managed services from NTT
Communications, delivering SMART, RELIABLE and SECURE IT solutions that make an
impact to the bottom line, energize businesses and propel innovation. 
 
With over 4,700 highly skilled engineers worldwide, devoted to delivering pre-eminent
managed services and a footprint of 140 Data Centres linked by own global high speed
network, we can deliver wherever our clients are located and at every stage of their journey
to digital transformation. 

Expertise

Capability

Solutions

Strategic Partner

5 WHY's
defining the Right

partner for Managed Services

http://www.ntt.com/gmone

